
1.	 Providing	choice	and	innovation	for	Europe’s		
	 citizens	and	businesses:	

Competition and choice has been the main driving 
force behind Europe’s success in ICT. Competition has 
been shown to drive broadband growth and speeds 
and boost investment in the telecoms sector and 
beyond. However, 10 years after liberalisation, 
competition is under threat with integrated dominant 
firms increasing their power in several major markets 
and with the financial future of competitors in doubt. 
A strong impetus is needed to realise our objectives of 
a diverse information society in which consumers 
benefit from low prices and choice. 

>  DG Competition should launch a sectoral enquiry  
 to investigate why the key objectives of   
 competition and the single market have not  
 been achieved.

>  The Commission and European Regulators Group  
 should work together to issue guidelines on how  
 to address discrimination and ensure a level  
 playing field for competition.

2.		 Putting	Europe	in	the	fast-lane	for	next		 	
	 generation	networks	and	services:	

Our legacy copper networks served us well for 50 
years. Now we need a fibre infrastructure for the future 
that will serve us for the next 50. That means we need 
to invest in the right kind of infrastructure that will be 
future-proof and open enabling innovation and 
diversity in all the services and content that 
consumers and businesses will require.

>  The Commission’s recommendation on Next  
 Generation Access networks should be rapidly  
 concluded, providing key competitive concerns  
 are met.

>  The regulatory, state aid, tax and administrative  
 environment should incentivise deployment of  
 architectures which are open and long lasting  
 (eg point to point fibre).

>  The pricing regime for wholesale access to high  
 speed networks must promote effective   
 competition in retail markets and not favour  
 dominant firms or oligopolies. The Commission  
 and NRAs should also ensure that copper prices  
 are genuinely cost-based so that dominant firms  
 have an incentive to upgrade to fibre to achieve  
 higher returns.

3.	 Delivering	broadband	for	all	without	sacrificing		
	 market	principles:	

A future European society should avoid the exclusion 
of any of its citizens and businesses from the 
information age. The challenge is to achieve our goals 
in a way that maximises the benefits for consumers 
and minimises costs, competitive, social and 
investment distortions. As our horizons and 
expectations expand, now may be the time to 
thoroughly review traditional ‘universal service’ 
approaches and find a more dynamic market-oriented 
solution that matches the diversity of today’s telecoms 
markets. 

>  The Commission and EP should conduct a   
 wide-ranging review of universal service provisions  
 and see if other means – such as targeted state aid  
 combined with effective service competition  
 – may be better suited to delivering a high speed  
 and inclusive environment for European citizens. 

ECTA’s	VISION	FOR	A	EUROPEAN	DIGITAL	AGENDA

ECTA represents more than 100 of the leading challengers to dominant incumbent telecoms 
providers across Europe. Our members have been the leading innovators in Internet services, 
broadband, business communications, entertainment and mobile. We were the first – and are 
still the leading - investors in high speed fibre-to-the-home infrastructure in the EU. We believe 
in strong and effective competition policy in the telecoms sector to promote open networks and 
choice and diversity in services and content for all Europe’s citizens and businesses. 

We	believe	Europe’s	top	priority	for	the	next	10	years	should	be	to	deliver	advanced	high	speed	fixed	and	
mobile	services	to	all	citizens	and	businesses.	This	should	be	achieved	through	5	key	actions.



‘Don’t let Europe get stuck in the slow lane...’
 

‘Innovation and choice in a high-speed Europe’
 

‘Open networks to unlock digital benefits for business and society’
 

‘Competition key to driving recovery in Europe’
 

‘Clear regulation is the solution to investment’
 

‘One European market competing globally’

ECTA’s	VISION	FOR	A	EUROPEAN	DIGITAL	AGENDA

4.		 Unlocking	business	productivity	for		 	
	 Europe’s	recovery:	

Promoting better high speed connectivity to  
businesses could unleash around €850bln additional 
growth and 1m jobs according to a 2008 MICUS study 
for the European Commission. However this potential 
cannot be realised unless the special needs of 
businesses are recognised and there is a truly  
coherent single market for communications enabling 
multi-national businesses to operate efficiently  
across borders. 

>  The Commission and ERG should work to   
 identify and address barriers to the    
 provision of business services across the   
 single market.

5.	 Enabling	a	dynamic	mobile	society:	

Mobile has the potential to complement fixed 
broadband to deliver truly ubiquitous access to high 
speed services for tomorrow’s connected society. 
However, competitive issues remain in mobile markets 
which prevent them from realising their potential both 
nationally and across borders.

>  The Digital Dividend should be allocated in a way  
 that supports the development of competition in  
 Europe’s mobile markets. 

>  The Commission should find a long term solution  
 to the problem of roaming which facilitates cross- 
 border competition and removes the need to  
 perpetually regulate retail prices.  
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